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BRI.{N W. OGILVIE

Leonltart Fuchs
THE VALUE OF ILLUSTRATIONS

( l  501-l 566)

I do not need to expound at lengtb tbe pleasure and deligbt
tbat the hnowledge of plants bingt since there is no one wbo
does not hntw tbat tbere is notbingin life more pleasant and

delightful tban t0 uander throagb tbe woods, and wer
mountains and meadows, gtrlanded and adorned witb tbese

aaried, exqaisite blossoms and herbs, and to gzze at tbem
with hem qtes. The pleasure and delight is increased not a

linle if nn understandingof their usefulness and
powers is added. For tbere is as mucb pleasare

and mjoynmt in learningas in loohing.

Leonbart Fucbs,Notable Commentaries on the History of Plants, 1542

EoNHART Fucus TRAINED AS A DocroR and wrore over 50 books, mostly

on medicine. His mostimportant work of narural history, NotableCommmtaies

on the History of Plants (De Histoia Stirpiun Commmtaii Insignes), published in

I 542, was also a medical text - in it, Fuchs described plants, discussed their medicinal

virtues according to the Classical tradition and indicated the diseases they could

cure. However, by paying close attention to plant morphology and by including in his

book some plants with no known medicinal value, Fuchs contributed to establishing

botany as an independent discipline.

Born into a comfortable bourgeois family in the Bavarian town of Wemding,

Fuchs earned a bachelor of arts degree from the University of Erfurt when he was 16.

After a year as a schoolmaster, he went to the University of Ingolstadt, where he was

made master of arts in l52l and doctor of medicine in l524.He held a few short posi-

tions as a university lecturer and court physician before joining the faculty of the

Lutheran University of Tiibingen in I 5 3 5, where he remained for the rest of his life.

In Relairance medicine, no sbarp line separated food fron simple medicines. Fuclts wites that
tbe sboots of asparagas (in Latin Asparagus officinalis; 'Spargn' in German), boiled in hrotlt
and dresrcd witb sah, ainegtr and oil, are considered a delicacy. According to Dioscoides, cooked
sboofi calm tbe somach and promote aination; Simeon Setb adds that tltey are tbe mo$
nutritious aegetable and can be considered intermediate bentseen plant and animal in tbeir nature.
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THE RENAISSANCE t

Tbese illustrations fron tbe Vienna Codex, Fuchsi unpablisbed second edition of tbeNotable
Commentaries, show the subtle detail of bis artists' oiginal drawings. Tbe drawing of the
mandrake (Mandragora officinarum; RIGHT') war tbe basb for the woodcut in the Notable
Commentaries; tbe red cabbage (Brassica oleracea aar. capitata; LEFT:) was an addition.
In his text, Fuchs warrs hh readers agains counterfeit mandrake roots sculpted into baman

form (rce also tbe illustration on p. j5).

In Tiibingen, as one of two professors of medicine, Fuchs taught theory, anatomy and

medical botany.

Fuchs's approach to botany was inspired by a reform movement originating in

northern Italy at this time. Niccold Leoniceno, a professor at the University of

Ferrara, was convinced that the names used by ancient medical writers for plants

were not the same as those used by modern apothecaries. To pur medical botany on

the right footing, Leoniceno compared ancient texts with acrual plants. His goal was

to establish exactly which plant the ancients meant by each name. Then, doctors and

apothecaries could use ancient medical recipes correctly.

Some of Leoniceno's German students then adopted this project as their own.

Euricius Cordus wrote a short dialogue, Botanologicon (1534), describing an excursion

into the German woods to hunt for plants in order to compare them with ancient
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texts. Fuchs knew Cordus from his student days at Erfirrt, and he too was convinced

that medical botany needed reform. His first medical publication, in 1530, on the

errors of modern physicians, included an incisive critique of botanical mistakes,

based on Leoniceno's method. His Notable Commmtaies were intended to provide a

definitive guide to plant names, descriptions and medicinal uses.

Fuchs was not alone in this aim. In Germany, he was preceded by his contempo-

raries Otto Brunfels and Hieronymus Bock - the three of them have been called, with

some justification, the 'German Fathers of Botany'. Each emphasized a different

aspect of botanical research, and it was Fuchs's work that, more than the others,

shaped the later course of Renaissance botany.

AccunRrE ILLUSTRATIoNS

The invention of printing in the mid-l5th century revolutionized natural history

illustrations. In Classical antiquity and the Middle Ages, every drawing of a plant or

animal was unique. Each time a drawing was copied, it lost some of its original detail,

becoming increasingly stylized. The woodcut, also invented in the l5th century

offered the possibility of making exactly reproducible copies of drawings. But

naturalists were slow to pick up on its potential. Woodcuts of plants in early printed

herbals imitated the crude, stylized pictures found in late medieval manuscripts.

The potential of the woodcut was finally realized in 1530. Brunfels, inhis Liaing

Images of Planr (Herbaram Viaae Eicones,l530-32), placed short descriptions taken from

ancient texts next to woodcuts by Hans Weiditz, a pupil of Albrecht Diirer. Weiditz's

illustrations were stunningly different from anything that had been seen before.

Working from original specimens, Weiditz produced bold, accurate drawings that

could be easily transferred to wood blocks, allowing hundreds of identical copies to

be made. The book's very title testifies to the effect that both author and publisher

expected it to have on their audience. Indeed, the book appears to owe as much to

Weiditz and to its publisher,Johann Schott of Strasbourg, as to Brunfels himself,

whose earlier publications were on religion and education. Brunfels complained

that Weiditz had depicted 'naked plants', those that had not been described by

the ancients, whose medicinal properties were unknown. Yet Brunfels was a dedi-

cated naturalist, as Bock testified in the preface to his own book, the New Herbal (New

Kreiitter Bacb,1539).

Bock's approach to natural history was diametrically opposed to Brunfels's. He

decided not to include illustrations in his herbal at all. Instead, he wrote his own

descriptions ofplants, based on carefrrl, repeated observations in the field and in his
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Corn orfeld poppl (Papaver rhoeas). The bright colours in tltis uoodcut uere added fu hand
aJier the book was printed - manJ copies of Fuchsi Notable Commentaries were band-
coloured. Altbough the worh was often done b7 women and children, who could be paid lower waget
tban men, a hand-coloured booh cost manl times more than tbe mme one uitbout colourinp.
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under the title'Painters of tbe ltrlork', Fuchs included this portrait of draughtsmen Heinrich
Fiillmaurer and Albrecht Me1er, and wood car-uer y'eit Rudolf Speckh, at the end of hr Notable
Commentaries. It was unusual for illustrated Renairance boofu to include portraits of the
artists, but Fuchs knew tltat hb booh uould owe mucb of its luccers t0 their talenrs
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own garden. Only after describing the plant as it appeared to him did he try to work

out which ancient description applied to it. Instead ofarranging plants alphabetically,

as Brunfels had done, Bock organized them into groups based on similariry though he

did not adopt a systemaric classification, and he separated 'foreign' plants, those

introduced by merchants, from those rhat were narive to Germany.

lnthe Notable Commmtaies, Fuchs combined what he saw as the best elements of

both Brunfels's and Bock's herbals. Alongside elegant, full-page woodcuts of plants,

Fuchs gave their names in several ancient and modern languages, a description of

their form, notes on when and where they grew, their remperament (a Renaissance

medical concept) and their medicinal virrues according to several ancient authorides.

Each part ofthis task involved innovative choices.

Unlike Bock, Fuchs was convinced that pictures were essendal for his book. But

Fuchs was not happy with Weiditz's approach either. Weiditz had used the artisric

techniques of foreshortening and shadowing to increase the realism of his picrures.

And he had depicted torn and wilted leaves, withered flowers and other characteris-

tics of the actual specimen before his eyes. Fuchs thought that would not do. His

contemporary Sebastian Monruus, along with other philosophers, believed that

pictures could tell a scholar nothing about the essential nature ofa plant; ar most, they

could depict the peculiarities of individual specimens. Fuchs disagreed, but he saw

the danger in Weiditz's approach. To overcome it, Fuchs insisted on carefully super-

vising the production of his pictures.

Fuchs employed a team of three artisrs; unusually, the book includes their group

portrait at the end. Albrecht Meyer made the original drawings of the plant. Heinrich

Fiillmaurer copied each drawing on to a wood block, checking it against the plant

itself as he worked. Finally, Veit Rudolf Speckle cut away the blank space from the

block, leaving the raised surface that, inked and pressed on damp paper, would repro-

duce the image.

As the artists worked, Fuchs inspected the results. He corrected inaccuracies, but

he also amended any part of the drawing that represented a peculiarity of the individ-

ual specimen that was not found in other plants of the same species. The result was a

drawing that represented what a rypical individual of the species might look like, but

not necessarily what any individual plant did look like. In some cases, Fuchs showed

flowers and fruits on the same planr, even when the two never occurred simultane-

ously in nanrre, so rhar the naturalist equipped with his book could recognize both.

Despite the limitations of the medium, Brunfels's and Fuchs's example prevailed over

Bock's: most l6th-cenrury botanical books were lavishly illustrated.
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In this woodcut Fuchs placed three aaieties of cherry in one illustratioz (Prunus cerusus and P.
avium); the hand-colouing clearly distinguishes befwem tl:em. The illuttration shows the flowers
and fruit at the same time, to aid in identtfying tbe plant.

CERASVS
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Hemp agrimonl (Eupatorium cannabinum).'
Fuchs had no idea whether tbe ancientr knezt: tbis
plant, and if so, what they called it. He complained
that tbe pharmacists of bis day mistooh itfor true
agrinony. Germans called it St Cunegund't wort.

t  rse RENATSSANcE t
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NnurNc rHE PLANTS

Fuchs's i l lustrations were striking, but they

would have been useless to medical readers

without the text that accompanied them.

Following Leoniceno, Brunfels and Bock,

Fuchs strove to establish the ancient Greek

and Latin names of plants. Renaissance

pharmacists often used ancient names for

plants that were completely different from

what the ancients meant. Such mistakes led

to medicines that were weak, ineffective - or

worse, harmful. Because Fuchs indicated the

medicinal virtues of plants according to

Galen, Dioscorides (p. 33) and other ancient

sources, he had to ensure that he got the

names right.

Fuchs was not always successfirl at this

task. Plant geography was only iust beginning

to be studied, and he had never travelled

beyond Germany. Unlike Euricius Cordus,

who had srudied in ltaly, Fuchs had no first-

hand knowledge of the differences between

Mediterranean and German floras. None-

theless, with effort and some luck, he

successfully identif ied many of the plants

known to the ancients. Even his failures

spurred fu rther research.

He began each chapter of the l,lotable

Commentaies with a section on'names': Greek,

ancient Latin, modern Latin and German.

Purple violet, for instance, was' Ion porphuron to the Greeks, Viola muraia or parpurea

to the Latins, blaa l/eiel or Merzet aiolen to the Germans; the pharmacists iust call it

Viola.'Coltsfoot, on the other hand, was known as'Tussilago'in Classical Latin, but

'Ungula caballina'(literally,'little horsehoof') to Renaissance pharmacists. Occasion-

ally he included synonyms from other languages.
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Fuchs organized his herbal in alphabetical order - according to the first letter

of the plant's Greek name, or its Latin name when it was unknown to the ancients.

But he prefixed the descriptions with four indexes of names: Greek, ancient Latin,

pharmacists'Latin and German. That way, readers could go from any of the names

to the plant itself. Sometimes, in the case of newly introduced plants with no ancient

Greek or Latin name, Fuchs placed them near other, botanically related plants. He

based his iudgments of affinity on taste and smell, which were clues to a plant's

medicinal virtues.

DEScRTBTNG Pr-. lxrs

Fuchs often referred readers to his picrures for an accurate description of a plant's

form and shape. His verbal descriptions, unlike those of Bock and of Valerius Cordus

(Euricius's son), were brief, sometimes too

brief, and often copied from Dioscorides.

He contributed to standardizing botanical

terminology by providing a l ist of diff icult

terms with their definit ions. Even though

many of Fuchs's terms are no longer used or

have changed their meaning, the list was the

first botanical glossary and helped contempo-

raries senle on names for the different parts of

a plant.

Fuchs was more original in describing

the places and times where plants grew and

flowered, information that was essential for

gathering medicinal plants and could also be

used to help identify an unknown plant. He

also described a plant's 'temperament', its

balance of the ancient elemental qualit ies of

hot, cold, moist and dry, that in Galenic

medicine gave clues to how a plant would

act as a drug. Fol lowing i ts temperament,

Fuchs indicated the plant's actual medical

powers by quoting liberally from Dioscorides,

Galen, Pliny and occasionally other medical

authorities.

.  , r  J,  , : . ,  | , r . .n i :4, t . , : ) ra,Jtrr t l

DE HISTORIA STIR
PIVM COMMENTARII  INSIGNES' MA

XIMIS IMPENSIS ET VIGILI IS ELA
BOrrr(  ADrECtl t  EIRvN-DEr-VrVt!  tLVtqVM
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Title-page o/r/e Notable Commentaries. l"/e
lengtby tttle empbaizet the exertion and expense tbat
the book clst Filcht. As a piuilege, Emperor Cbarles V
granted an earfu forn of copyight (at tbe bonom), but
the book wai roon pirated in France,
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Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum): tbis drawing

fmn tbc Vinna Codex ma1 bc tbe earlicst
Earcpean illustration of a tonan plant Dcspitc its
ermrc, it sbotts bw Facbs cwtinrcd to rcel oat
describe and dcpict naD plontt
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In describing plants, Fuchs aimed to reform pharmaceutical botany. Morphology

was only a parg and not the most important part, of his descriptions. But through his

picnrres, and his attemps to distinguish differentvarieties of the same species, he also

contributed to a growing interest in plant morphology in the l5,l0s and 1550s.

Sparked in pan by criticism of Fuchs and his contemporaries, this growing interest

would lead the next generation of botanists to downplay medicinal botany in favour

of the study of morphology and distribution. In this regard, Fuchs's book played an

imponant role in establishing botany as an independent discipline.

Aprnn rHE NITABLE CIMMENTARTES

After the Noubb Commanuies, Fuchs continued to gather illustrations and descrip-

tions of plants. He and his publisher issued German and French translations of the

Commantaier, as well as a volume containing

the illustrations with minimal text for the use

of students. By 1557, he had prepared two

volumes for a new, expanded edition of the

Commantaie4 each with 400 illustrations and

more accurate descriptions, and he was at work

on a third. But his publisher died and he could

not find another willing to take on the risk of

publishing an expensive botanical book. At his

death in 1566, it remained in manuscript.

Fuchs's remarks in his new prefacg and in his

correspondence, reveal a men jealous of his

reputation and suspicious of rivals, unlike the

1542 preface, in which he had been quite

generous to his predecessors. He remained

in Tiibingen, where he continued to teach

medicine. In his last three years he suffered

from chronic illness. He died a disappointed

man, frusuated in his ambition to revise and

correc his great work of nanrral history. But

his Notabb Commetttaieq flawed as they were in

his own hindsight, marked an epoch in the

development of Renaissance nanrral history.
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